How to Select a School during
COIVD-19 Lockdown with Confidence?
As part of our counselling initiative, GATIK has complied few points for parents
and students seeking admissions for +2 Programs, after 10th standard, during the
COVID-19 Lockdown.
These points can help pick the right school without having to visit the facility inperson.
1) Faculty Experience & Instruction Platforms: Consider WHO will be teaching you,
and HOW. During this COVID-19 Lockdown. It is will be crucial to see which colleges
are able to move their Instructions online seamlessly and adapt to changing needs.
A Live interaction online is the closest you will come to an in-person classroom
experience. You have the ability to interact with the Instructor and you can get your
doubts answered as opposed to a recorded session where the instructions and
experience is one directional.
Ensure the Faculty has the experience to guide you on where you need to go. Many
times, students and parents will pick a school that is recognized as BRAND but
cannot provide the same level of instructions to all their students. Do your research.
Gatik Faculty
2) Online Presence: Consider checking the online Presence the school has when it
is NOT admission season. See if they are technically equipped and adaptable for
the previous Academic Year.
Gatik Social Media Presence:
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3) Courses Available: Check if the school offers you an opportunity to take courses
more suited for your career path and not only the traditional ones available
everywhere else.
Call us to find out what courses Gatik is offering this month
779988416
4) ONLINE Class size: In a classroom atmosphere, a shy student has difficulties
asking a doubt in the presence of a large group, but ONLINE even the most
outspoken student will find it difficult to get the attention of the Instructor. You
want to pick a school that has smaller online class sizes, so they can address the
needs of everyone present for the session and not “First come -First Serve”.
5) Accreditation: It is important in your decision on which school to attend to see
which Board meets your requirements. Knowing a school’s regional accreditation
helps a lot. Accreditation means that the school is recognized as a legitimate
institution and is not just a degree-mill. Additionally, colleges will look at a
transcript from an accredited school with more respect.
GATIK BIE Telangana College Code: 58500
6) Technical Support and Student Services: How interested is the school in you as
a student? Are they able to help you when you’re having issues? Knowing that the
school will always be there for you when you are having any difficulties is an
indicator of how much they CARE about your education. You don’t want to risk
throwing all of your money away based on hear-say and big names.
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7) Financial Aid & Scholarships: You might need help financially to attend a school
that matches your needs, see what the school can do to help you. Likewise,
remember that high price does not necessarily guarantee high quality. Look at the
courses you will likely be taking and consider how they will help you in your future
career.
Gatik Scholarship Opportunities
8) Read student reviews: Do a search online for what students and parents are
saying about a school. What do they like or not like about it?
Gatik Google Reviews
Gatik Testimonials
9) Request Interactions with School Community: See if the school encourages
interactions online with other members of the School Community and not only
Faculty. Try having conversations with Management, Principals, Counsellors and
others you would be working with over the next two years.
Request and Appointment with Faculty: https://forms.gle/BTJuHo9VaKczc33V6
Request Information: https://forms.gle/AZe8G5SJeu652DBM9

